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This photo of early vote center #EV 23 (Langdon Park Community Center) depicts closed, heavy doors at
the entrance without any poll worker, doorbell, or automatic door opener for assistance, rendering this vote
center inaccessible for voters with mobility or vision disabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
This report analyzes the accessibility of vote centers and ballot drop boxes based on surveys
conducted by Disability Rights DC at University Legal Services (DRDC) throughout the District of
Columbia (DC) during early voting and on Election Day for the June 21, 2022 Primary Election.
DRDC is the protection and advocacy (P&A) organization federally mandated to represent people
with disabilities and ensure their access to facilities, services, and programs in DC. The Help
America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) charged P&A organizations throughout the nation, including
DRDC, to “ensure full participation in the electoral process for individuals with disabilities,
including registering to vote, casting a vote and accessing polling places.” 52 U.S.C. § 21061. As a
result of a settlement agreement in American Association of People with Disabilities v. District of Columbia,
DC agreed to make all polling places accessible to persons with disabilities by the 2004 Presidential
Primary.
DRDC has surveyed polling sites during Presidential and DC major elections and reported
on polling place accessibility to the DC Board of Elections (BOE) and the public since 2004.2
DRDC reports on accessibility barriers from these surveys to promote 100% voting accessibility for
DC voters with disabilities. In addition to conducting surveys and producing reports, DRDC
testifies before the DC Council about accessibility issues, meets, and works with BOE officials, and
assists with accessibility training for election day workers and surveyors. For example, for the past 20
years, DRDC has provided BOE a checklist to allow poll workers to ensure polling place
accessibility (e.g., posting signs directing voters with disabilities to the accessible entrance). DRDC’s
accessibility checklist was adopted as a national model by the former national disability voting rights
organization Project Vote. DRDC also advocates to resolve barriers to accessibility during early
voting and on Election Day and recommends solutions to problems.
This report discusses the vote centers and ballot drop boxes DRDC volunteers surveyed
during early voting and on Election Day for the June 21, 2022 Primary Election and identifies issues

See, e.g., DRDC, DC Voting Access: The November 3, 2020 General Election (2020), https://www.ulsdc.org/media/1250/2020-11-03-general-election-hava-report.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting Access: The June 2,
2020 Primary Election (2020), http://www.uls-dc.org/media/1216/drdc-dc-voting-access-report-june-2primary-9-18-2020-final.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting Access: The June 18, 2018 Primary Election (2018),
http://www.uls-dc.org/media/1175/drdc-dc-voting-access-report-june-19-primary.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting
Access: The June 16, 2016 Presidential Primary Election (2016), http://www.uls-dc.org/media/1161/dcvoting-access-report-june-14-2016-presidential-primary.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting Access: The November 4,
2014 Mayoral Election (2014), http://www.ulsdc.org/DC%20Voting%20Access%20Report%20The%20November%204,%202014%20Mayoral%20Electio
n.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting Access: The April 1, 2014 Mayoral Primary (2014), http://www.ulsdc.org/HAVA%20ULS%204%201%2014%20Mayoral%20Primary%20Report%20Final.pdf; DRDC, DC
Voting Access: The April 23, 2013 Special Election (2013), http://www.ulsdc.org/HAVA%20ULS%204.23.13%20Special%20Election%20Final%20Report.pdf; DRDC, DC Voting
Access during the April 3, 2012 Presidential Primary (2012), (on file with the author); DRDC, DC Voting
Access during the April 26, 2011 Special Election (2011), (on file with the author); DRDC, No Parity at the
Polls: Four Years Later, Accessibility Survey for the February 12, 2008 Presidential Primary Election (2008),
(on file with the author).
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that hindered access by voters with disabilities to enter voting areas and cast their ballots. It was
authored by Peter Stephan (DRDC Staff Attorney) and Meredith Booker (DRDC Law Fellow).
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early voting and on Election Day. Twenty-six people volunteered their time by traveling to polling
and drop box locations and conducting accessibility surveys. Volunteers are essential to DRDC’s
work to improve access to the electoral system for all voters in the District.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Vote centers and ballot drop boxes were labeled structurally inaccessible if voters with
disabilities could not independently get to the voting area or vote due to issues that BOE staff or
poll workers could not have remedied (e.g., stairs, ramps did not comply with Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, broken elevators, and/or narrow doorways).3 Vote centers and
ballot drop boxes are labeled operationally inaccessible if voters with disabilities could not get to
the voting area or vote due to issues that BOE staff or poll workers could have remedied (e.g.,
impermanent barriers in the path to the drop box or vote center’s accessible entrance that were not
removed, incorrect or missing signage, and/or for vote centers with no available assistive
equipment).

In addition to the standard definition of “independent,” as used in this report, the term encompasses
whether a voter can reach a doorbell or automatic door without assistance, and/or enter the voting area by
virtue of responsive vote center staff or automatic door activation.
3
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RESULTS OF ACCESSIBILITY SURVEYS
During the June 21, 2022 Primary Election, DRDC volunteers surveyed 68 of the 894
designated vote centers (76% of the total). Nine percent (9%) of the surveyed vote centers (6
locations) (Appendix B, Table 1) were structurally inaccessible – a significant improvement
over the November 3, 2020 General Election where DRDC documented double the structurally
inaccessible vote centers. Seventy six percent (76%) of the surveyed vote centers (52 locations)
were operationally inaccessible. This rate of operational inaccessibility is slightly lower than the
November 3, 2020 General Election, during which 83% of surveyed vote centers were operationally
inaccessible. There has been noticeable improvement however, as about forty percent (40%) of
these operationally inaccessible vote centers had only one or two issues rendering them operationally
inaccessible. Altogether, 78% of surveyed vote centers (53 vote centers) were structurally
inaccessible, operationally inaccessible, or both. Inaccessible vote centers are discussed below,
and tallied in Appendices A and B.
Barriers to Accessing the Voting Area
DRDC surveyors documented numerous obstacles that made it difficult or impossible for
people with disabilities to get from the street or parking lot to the main voting area at vote centers
during the Primary Election. Common, recurring accessibility issues are highlighted here, from a lack
of designated accessible parking spaces to abrupt rises and broken pavement. Some problems, such
as the lack of an accessible entrance, constitute a complete barrier to access for people with mobility
disabilities. Other problems, including closed, heavy doors, effectively deny people with disabilities
access to the voting area.
Lack of an Accessible Entrance – Structurally Inaccessible
Entrances are considered inaccessible if: (a) the ramp/route to the entrance is too steep, too
narrow, and/or lacks handrails out of compliance with ADA standards, or (b) the entrance has
structural hindrances such as cracked or uneven paths. For example, one vote center surveyed
during the Primary Election, Burroughs Elementary School (#21), was structurally inaccessible
because the route to the entrance required traversing a cracked ramp, presenting a hazard for voters
in wheelchairs and voters with mobility or visual impairments.
Lack of Designated Accessible Parking Spaces – Operationally Inaccessible
Of the vote centers surveyed, DRDC documented 24 vote centers (35%) that failed to
provide accessible parking. (Appendix B, Table 2). This is a decrease from the 2020 General
Election where 46% of the surveyed vote centers failed to provide accessible parking. These vote
centers either had a parking lot available to voters with no or insufficient reserved accessible parking
or offered only street parking without designating accessible street spaces.
Like the 2020 General Election, BOE chose not to provide access to parking lots at many
vote centers with permanently designated accessible parking spaces, nor to designate temporary
Though BOE designated 90 total vote centers for the 2022 Primary Election, DRDC surveyors noted that
BOE did not operate early vote center Janney Elementary School, bringing the total number of vote centers
to 89.
4
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accessible parking spaces. Instead, BOE inappropriately used curbside voting stations to double as
“accessible parking” for voters with disabilities who wished to exercise their right to vote privately
and independently in a polling place. Reserving at least two accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near a curb cut is essential to ensure voters with mobility devices can travel
from the parking area to the entrance without issue.
DRDC has advocated for years alongside community partners and commissioners of the
BOE for DC Public Schools (DCPS) to close on Election Day to allow for unfettered access by
voters with disabilities. This year, DCPS facilities remained open to students during early voting and
on Election Day, despite closing to students for the 2018 and 2020 Primary and General Elections.
As a result, vote centers H.D. Cooke Elementary School (#1), Oyster-Adams Bilingual School (#EV
09), Ballou Senior High School (#EV 37), and Anacostia Senior High School (#EV 38) had no
designated accessible parking available in the parking lot because school was in session and the
school parking lot was serving both the vote center and school at the same time; therefore, there
were no available accessible spaces for voters to utilize. DCPS should close schools on Election Day
to ensure access for voters with disabilities to both parking and the vote center by propping heavy
doors open.
Curbside Voting
BOE announced to voters publicly that during the 2022 Primary Election every vote center
would have curbside voting stations. However, due to chronic poll worker shortages, site
coordinators at vote centers like Covenant Baptist Church (#48) decided, without notice, not to
offer curbside voting. Other site coordinators set up curbside voting stations that they left unstaffed.
Of the vote centers surveyed, DRDC documented 205 (29%) where curbside voting was
unavailable, without staff6, or had other operational accessibility issues. A few staffed, schoolbased curbside voting stations were blocked by parents or teachers parked in the curbside station,
such as at Oyster-Adams Bilingual School (#EV 09) and Ballou Senior High School (#EV 37).
Where BOE promises to provide curbside voting, it must ensure the option is available and staffed
for voters with disabilities to utilize curbside voting.
Inaccessible Ramps and Elevators – Structurally and/or Operationally Inaccessible
DRDC documented 9 vote centers with structurally or operationally inaccessible
ramps and/or elevators. The ramps were inaccessible and impeded access because of no handrails,
These vote centers were: H.D. Cooke Elementary School (#1), Columbia Heights Education Campus (#2),
Dunbar Senior High School (#26), Jefferson Middle School Academy (#33), Hendley Elementary School
(#45), Covenant Baptist Church (#48), Union Temple Baptist Church (#49), West End Public Library (#EV
07), Oyster-Adams Bilingual School (#EV 09), Cleveland Park Library (#EV 12), Alice Deal Middle School
(#EV 13), University of the District of Columbia (#EV 15), Lafayette Elementary School (#EV 16),
McKinley Technology High School (#EV 21), Langdon Park Community Center (#EV 23), Walker-Jones
Middle School (#EV 24), King Greenleaf Recreation Center (#EV 25), Sherwood Recreation Center (#EV
26), Ballou Senior High School (#EV 37), and Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center (#EV 40).
6 If curbside voting cannot be staffed, poll workers should respond promptly to doorbells placed at curbside
voting stations. However, DRDC understands that BOE has ceased widespread use of portable doorbells.
Without a doorbell or another method for the voter with a disability to independently announce arrival at the
curbside voting location, BOE must station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
5
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like at Barry Farm Recreation Center (#EV 39), or cracked and uneven surfaces that created a risk
of injury to voters who use them, like at Langdon Park Community Center (#EV 23) and Burroughs
Elementary (#21). Notably, the problem at Burroughs Elementary was noted in our June 2018 and
November 2020 Election Reports. In an improvement over the 2020 election cycle, after DRDC
provided feedback on early voting accessibility issues at Barry Farm Recreation Center (#EV 39)
and Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center (#EV 40), BOE deployed temporary ramps to create
accessible routes to the accessible entrance over otherwise inaccessible pathways.
Elevators were inaccessible because they were either too small to accommodate a large
wheelchair, like at Langdon Park Community Center (#EV 23) or lacked braille and/or audible floor
indicators for voters with visual disabilities, which occurred at Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church
(#4), Ukrainian National Shrine (#25), Lutheran Church of the Reformation (#28), Covenant
Baptist Church (#48), Union Temple Baptist Church (#49), Columbia Heights Community Center
(#EV 01), and Langdon Park Community Center (#EV 23). Union Temple Baptist Church’s
inaccessible elevator was a problem in our previous November 2020, June 2016, November 2014,
and November 2012 Election Reports and it remains unremedied. At all of these vote centers,
voters with physical disabilities had to take the elevator to reach the voting area.
Obstructed Paths to the Voting Area – Structurally and/or Operationally Inaccessible
DRDC documented 17 vote centers (25%) that were operationally or structurally
inaccessible due to an abrupt rise or obstruction in the pathway to the voting area. (Appendix
B, Table 3). This is a decrease from the 2020 General Election, when 31 surveyed vote centers
(37%) had an abrupt rise or obstruction in the pathway to the voting area. These obstructions
included objects that blocked the paths as well as structural hindrances, like uneven pavement at
Columbia Heights Education Campus (#2). At H.D. Cooke Elementary School (#1), poll workers
failed to remove obstructions such as a wooden pallet prior to Election Day. At 7 vote centers, BOE
poll workers or BOE’s ADA Coordinator responded to DRDC surveyors’ requests to remove the
obstructions.7
For structural barriers, such as uneven surfaces, cracked sidewalks, or sharp changes in slope
(e.g., pathways with broken pavement or abrupt rises), BOE must mitigate the obstacles by
coordinating with other DC agencies to repair the pathways, modify the ramps, or install temporary
ramps as a last resort prior to Election Day. For example, at Burroughs Elementary (#21), BOE
must work with DCPS to remedy the main entrance’s cracked ramp. Barry Farm Recreation Center
(#EV 39) was structurally inaccessible because of construction that resulted in missing sidewalk and
an uneven dirt road in the pathway to the entrance, which, as noted above, BOE fixed with a
temporary ramp after DRDC’s feedback during early voting. However, for operational barriers,
DRDC continues to urge poll workers to walk the path from their vote center’s parking lot/street to
the voting area to remove objects from the path and ensure signs designating accessible parking and
directing voters to accessible entrances are both visible and unobtrusive. The DRDC checklist
provides thorough guidance to site coordinators and BOE staff on how to eliminate barriers.
These vote centers were: H.D. Cooke Elementary School (#1), Columbia Heights Education Campus (#2),
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center (#EV 04), Rosedale Recreation Center (#EV 31), Ballou Senior High
School (#EV 37), Barry Farm Recreation Center (#EV 39), Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center (#EV 40).
7
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Inadequate Signage – Operationally Inaccessible
Adequate signage at vote centers is critical for ensuring voters with mobility and/or visual
disabilities can safely and efficiently identify the accessible entrance and find the voting area. DRDC
documented 18 of 68 (26%) surveyed vote centers with either no signage or insufficient
signage, thereby failing to direct people with disabilities to the accessible entrance.
(Appendix B, Table 4). This is a decrease from the 2020 General Election, where 34% of surveyed
vote centers lacked adequate signage. BOE must ensure adequate signage that makes clear the
accessible vote center entrances and pathways to the main voting area, as DRDC noted and
addressed with poll workers and BOE staff.
Closed Doors, Lack of Backup System – Operationally Inaccessible
12% of surveyed vote centers had closed, heavy doors with no working backup
system (8 vote centers). (Appendix B, Table 5). DRDC considers these vote centers operationally
inaccessible if the entrance to a vote center is closed and there is no available assistance to open the
door (i.e., a working doorbell and/or poll worker stationed at the entrance). We noted below, but
did not count as operationally inaccessible, those sites that failed to prop open doors if they had a
working backup system, including a working automatic door opener, poll workers stationed by the
door who actively assisted voters by opening the door, or a working doorbell to which poll workers
responded to assist with opening the door. BOE must prop open heavy and/or narrow double
doors to allow voters with disabilities to enter the voting area independently without relying on poll
workers or backup systems that fail.8
Barriers to Voting in the Voting Area
Lack of Assistive Technology
DRDC documented 12 surveyed vote centers (18%) that lacked an audio headset at a
voting machine for voters with visual disabilities. (Appendix B, Table 6). In addition, DRDC
documented 14 surveyed vote centers (21%) that lacked magnifying glasses that were readily
available for voters with visual disabilities. BOE must ensure delivery and deployment of audio
headsets to vote centers and ensure magnifying glasses are displayed at check-in so that they are
readily available for voters with visual disabilities to vote independently.
Lack of Privacy at Voting Machines
DRDC documented 15% of surveyed vote centers (10 of 68) that failed to provide
sufficient privacy for voters casting the ballot using a voting machine. (Appendix B, Table 7).
This is an improvement from the 2020 General Election when 30% of surveyed vote centers lacked
sufficient privacy at voting machines. DRDC surveyors found that the privacy screens BOE installs
on these screens are ineffective to ensure privacy and the privacy flaps on the machines are seldom
set up. BOE must ensure this HAVA violation is remedied by orienting the voting machines to
Narrow double doors are entrances with two doors abutting each other that only allow wheelchair clearance
when both doors are open. This includes Eastern Market (#30) and Rita Bright Family and Youth Center
(#EV 04), which opened double doors along the accessible pathway to the voting area to ensure at least 32
inches width for voters in wheelchairs at DRDC surveyor’s request.
8
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ensure their screens are facing away from the entrances and the main voting area. Though these
privacy violations are repeated and systemic, discouraging voters from using touch-screen machines,
DRDC did not designate a center operationally inaccessible solely for lack of privacy.
BOE Staffing
BOE hired a new ADA coordinator who began in February 2022 and immediately
undertook a survey on the accessibility of every proposed vote center, provided training to poll
worker volunteers in advance of the 2022 Primary Election, and engaged with DRDC on how to
address recommendations from our last voting access report on the November 3, 2020 General
Election. As a result of this increased focus on accessibility, DRDC surveyors found an
improvement in the knowledge of poll workers around accessibility requirements and an increased
willingness to address any operational accessibility barriers.
Unlike the 2020 General Election, BOE was not able to utilize DC government employees
to staff vote centers. As a result, BOE had to rely on poll worker volunteers alone, which combined
with ongoing concerns about the pandemic and shortage in the labor market, caused a repeat of past
staffing problems like unmanned curbside voting stations at vote centers.
Vote by Mail
Consistent with the 2020 election cycle, BOE once again mailed every registered DC voter a
paper absentee ballot, and provided ballot drop boxes installed throughout the District as an option
for individuals to return their paper absentee ballot. DRDC surveyed 43 of the 55 designated ballot
drop boxes temporarily installed throughout the District (78% of the total). One of the ballot drop
boxes was structurally inaccessible. (Appendix D, Table 8). Fourteen percent (14%) of the
surveyed ballot drop boxes (6 locations) were operationally inaccessible, meaning voters with
disabilities could not get to the drop box due to issues that BOE could have remedied in
collaboration with other District agencies. (Appendix D, Table 9). This is a decrease from the 2020
General Election when twenty-nine percent (29%) of drop boxes had operational accessibility issues.
Inaccessible ballot drop boxes are discussed below after the vote centers, and tallied in Appendix D.
BOE’s Response to DRDC Recommendations
Prior to the June 2022 Primary Election, DRDC staff worked collaboratively with BOE staff
on addressing previous accessibility barriers documented in our report, and on outreach and
education to incarcerated DC residents regarding their right to vote and accommodations to ensure
that they can vote privately and independently. DRDC staff have consistently brought any prevalent
voting barriers experienced by voters with disabilities to BOE staff.9 On Election Day and during
the early voting period, DRDC staff made on-the-spot recommendations to BOE vote center
volunteers, and called complaints into BOE directly, with the goal of resolving barriers immediately.
These efforts and BOE’s responses are noted for each vote center below. At 36 vote centers, BOE
poll workers and staff corrected missing or misplaced signage, made readily available an audio

9 DRDC

has consistently expressed its voting access concerns by testifying before the DC Council, issuing
accessibility reports, having discussions at public voter access forums, and through correspondence with
BOE.
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headset and magnifying glasses, installed temporary ramps, and propped open heavy doors to assist
voters with disabilities.10
Below, we detail each of the vote centers and drop boxes we found during the June 2022
Primary Election to be structurally and/or operationally inaccessible, along with specific
recommendations for improved accessibility. We also made recommendations for vote centers that
were not structurally and/or operationally inaccessible but had accessibility barriers. The vote
centers denoted with a carrot (^) were not used as polling locations during the 2020 General
Election. The vote centers denoted with an asterisk (*) DRDC identified as structurally inaccessible.
A chart of all vote centers surveyed is included in Appendix A and a breakdown of the vote centers
by accessibility issue is included in Appendix B. A chart of all drop boxes surveyed is included in
Appendix C and a breakdown of the drop boxes by accessibility issue is included in Appendix D.
Remote Ballot Marking System
BOE’s ongoing implementation of an electronic ballot marking system, its alternative to
inaccessible paper absentee ballots, has not resulted in full and equal accessible voting for DC voters
with print disabilities (e.g., visual disabilities, manual dexterity disabilities, etc.). Although BOE’s
Accessible Remote Ballot (ARB) system allows DC voters with disabilities to access and fill out their
ballot on smart electronic devices from any location, DRDC found no meaningful change in BOE’s
outreach to expand access to and utilization of the ARB system since the 2020 General Election. As
BOE reported during its FY20-FY21 performance oversight responses, only six individuals with
disabilities requested the ARB option and four voters with disabilities cast remote ballots using ARB
during the 2020 General Election.11 DRDC continues to urge BOE to conduct effective outreach
and education to ensure public knowledge of the availability of this voting option.
The Restore the Vote Amendment Act requires that BOE provide every eligible DC resident
in the Department of Corrections (DOC) and endeavor to provide every eligible DC resident in the
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) a voter registration form, educational materials, a voter guide, and an
absentee ballot. For DC residents with disabilities in BOP facilities, this means that BOE must
ensure that these individuals can access and utilize the ARB option while incarcerated. Accordingly,
These vote centers were: H.D. Cooke Elementary School (#1), Columbia Heights Education Campus (#2),
Edlavich Jewish Community Center (#3), M.P.D. R.O.C. North (#11), UDC Community College @ Backus
(#20), Joseph H. Cole Recreation Center (#23), Mt. Horeb Baptist Church (#24), Dunbar Senior High
School (#26), J.O. Wilson Elementary School (#27), Lutheran Church of the Reformation (#28), Eastern
Market (#30), Thomas Elementary School (#37), River Terrace Education Campus (#38), Nalle Elementary
School (#40), THEARC (#44), Hendley Elementary School (#45), Allen A.M.E. Church (#47), Covenant
Baptist Church (#48), Union Temple Baptist Church (#49), Marie Reed Elementary School (#EV 03), Rita
Bright Family and Youth Center (#EV 04), West End Public Library (#EV 07), Oyster-Adams Bilingual
School (#EV 09), Palisades Recreation Center (#EV 10), Chevy Chase Community Center (#EV 11),
Lafayette Elementary School (#EV 16), Turkey Thicket Recreation Center (#EV 20), Langdon Park
Community Center (#EV 23), King Greenleaf Recreation Center (#EV 25), Sherwood Recreation Center
(#EV 26), Rosedale Recreation Center (#EV 31), Arthur Capper Community Center (#EV 36), Ballou
Senior High School (#EV 37), Anacostia Senior High School (#EV 38), Barry Farm Recreation Center (#EV
39), Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center (#EV 40).
11 DC BOE, Performance Oversight Responses Fiscal Year 2020-2021, p. 119 (March 15, 2021),
https://www.dccouncil.us/judiciary-public-safety-4/jps-performance-oversight-responses-2021-boe/.
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DRDC recommends that BOE collaborate with the BOP to identify DC residents with disabilities in
BOP custody who need an ARB and other accommodations to vote absentee, educate these
individuals about their right to vote privately and independently, and to facilitate accessible
registration and voting.
DRDC also continues to urge BOE to implement the electronic return and verification
capabilities of the ARB system to ensure that it is fully and equally accessible for people with print
disabilities as required by Title II of the ADA, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the
DC Human Rights Act. See generally 42 U.S.C. § 12132; 29 U.S.C. § 794; D.C. Code § 2-1402.01.
Without electronic return for the ARB system, District voters with print disabilities must print their
electronically marked ballot, handle paper for verification and return, and cast a paper ballot either
by mail, or in person at a drop box, vote center, or BOE’s office. Even if the voter with a disability
has access to a computer and a printer, which many DC residents do not, voters with print
disabilities cannot privately and independently verify and return a paper ballot in violation of
HAVA. BOE should allow electronic ballot verification and return for voters with disabilities for the
2022 General Election and beyond.
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INACCESSIBLE VOTE CENTERS
H.D. Cooke Elementary School (2525 17th Street, NW, 20009) – Vote Center 1
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Designated accessible parking was
not available in the parking lot because school was in session and the school parking lot served both
the vote center and school at the same time; therefore, there were no available spaces for voters with
disabilities to utilize. Poll workers did not provide signage indicating the location of the designated
accessible parking spaces from the street in front of the accessible entrance. A large bush obstructed
the pathway from the street to the accessible entrance for voters with mobility disabilities. At the
DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers moved a wooden palette that obstructed the accessible route
to the vote center entrance. The election site coordinator had attempted to set up curbside voting,
but the school prevented its operation, making curbside voting unavailable at this vote center.
− Ensure at least two accessible parking spaces are designated outside the accessible
entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure sufficient signage indicating the location of accessible parking.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Coordinate with DC Public Schools to ensure operation of curbside voting.
Columbia Heights Education Campus (3101 16th Street, NW, 20010) – Vote Center 2
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Although curbside voting was
available, no poll workers were stationed at curbside voting (poll workers reported it was too hot to
be outside). A gravel sidewalk and uneven pavement obstructed the pathway to the accessible
entrance. Poll workers removed a recycling bin that was obstructing the doorway of the vote center
at the DRDC surveyor’s request.
In addition, DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible
entrance and there was no automatic door opener, but BOE stationed poll workers there instead,
making it accessible. Although accessible street parking was available with accessible parking signs,
the poll workers did not post signs as close to the curb cut as possible.
−
−
−
−

Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
Prop open heavy doors.
Ensure accessible parking signage is posted as close to the curb cut as possible.

Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No accessible parking. No audio headset.
June 19, 2018 Primary Election
Doorbell inoperable (poll worker stationed to
open door).
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Edlavich Jewish Community Center (1529 16th Street, NW, 20036)^ – Vote Center 3
This center was operationally inaccessible because it had only one permanently designated
parking space for people with disabilities, and poll workers did not clearly mark the route from the
parking lot to the accessible entrance. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers made an audio
headset available.
In addition, the designated accessible entrance is not accessible unless escorted by a poll worker
through several locked doors and security.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure sufficient signage along pathway from parking lot to accessible entrance.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church (1701 15th Street, NW, 20009)^ – Vote Center 4
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. There were no designated
accessible parking spaces and the site coordinator told DRDC’s surveyor that the curbside voting
station was being used as “accessible parking” for voters with disabilities. Poll workers did not make
visible the curbside voting sign from the road. Voters with mobility disabilities had to traverse loose
gravel, potholes, and uneven pavement to get to the accessible entrance. To get to the voting area,
voters had to use an elevator that did not have controls marked with braille or audible floor
indicators.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Work with Department of General Services (DGS) to make the elevator and parking
lot accessible.
Garrison Elementary School (1200 S Street, NW, 20009) – Vote Center 5
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate any accessible
parking. The site coordinator told DRDC’s surveyor that spaces reserved in front of the vote center
were for curbside voting only.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
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M.P.D. R.O.C. North (801 Shepherd Street, NW, 20011) – Vote Center 11
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not prop open the
interior entrance doors, which had no working backup system for voters with mobility disabilities.
The site coordinator was concerned that propping open the interior doors of the police station
would be a security risk, despite having propped open the exterior door. Also, upon DRDC
surveyor’s request, the site coordinator agreed to post signage identifying the accessible pathway to
the voting area from the accessible entrance.
In addition, at DRDC surveyor’s request, the site coordinator agreed to reposition electronic voting
machines so that the screens were facing away from the main voting area for privacy.
− Prop open heavy doors.
− Ensure accessible entrance signage is posted to guide voters with disabilities to the
voting area.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Closed, heavy doors and no backup system.
Elevator lacked braille. No magnifying glasses
or audio headset. No privacy. Unsecured mat.
June 19, 2018 Primary Election
Insufficient turning space in front of machines.
Pathway obstruction and abrupt rise.
June 14, 2016 Primary Election
Broken elevator. Non-ADA-compliant ramp.
November 4, 2014 General Election
Inaccessible elevator. Insufficient turning space
in front of machines.
April 1, 2014 Primary Election
Inaccessible elevator. Insufficient turning space
in front of machines.
April 23, 2013 Special Election
Closed, heavy doors and no backup system.
Inaccessible elevator. Insufficient turning space
in front of machines.
November 6, 2012 General Election
Closed, heavy doors. Inaccessible elevator.
Insufficient turning space in front of machines.
Powell Elementary School (1350 Upshur Street, NW, 20011) – Vote Center 12
This center was operationally inaccessible because the curbside voting sign was not visible from
the road, poll workers did not have magnifying glasses available at check-in and demonstration
tables in the voting area, and there was no audio headset available at a voting machine. Before the
2022 Primary Election, BOE’s ADA coordinator informed DRDC that BOE identified a new
accessible entrance in the new construction wing with an accessible route close to the accessible
parking lot. This remediation resolved many of the accessibility barriers documented during the
2020 General Election.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
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− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Inaccessible entrances due to non-ADAcompliant ramp and pathway potholes and
abrupt rises. Inadequate signage. No accessible
parking. Unsecured mat. Closed, heavy doors
and no backup system. No magnifying glasses
or audio headset. No privacy.
June 19, 2018 Primary Election
Inadequate signage.
Takoma Education Campus (7010 Piney Branch Road, NW, 20012) – Vote Center 14
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate accessible
parking. Poll workers designated the only accessible parking spaces reserved on the street for
curbside voting.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
St. John’s College High School (2607 Military Road, NW, 20015) – Vote Center 17
DRDC’s surveyor noted poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance and there
was no automatic door opener or doorbell, but BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it
accessible.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Brightwood Education Campus (1300 Nicholson Street, NW, 20011) – Vote Center 19
DRDC’s surveyor noted poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance and there
was no automatic door opener or doorbell, but BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it
accessible.
− Prop open heavy doors.
UDC Community College @ Backus (5171 South Dakota Avenue, NE, 20017) – Vote Center
20
This center was operationally inaccessible because the location of the designated accessible
parking was not clearly marked from the main voter entrance, at DRDC surveyor’s request, poll
workers ensured a curbside voting sign was visible from the road, and at DRDC surveyor’s request,
poll workers made available magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables in the
voting area.
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− Ensure the location of the designated accessible parking is clearly marked from the
main voter entrance.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Burroughs Elementary School (1820 Monroe Street, NE, 20018)* – Vote Center 21
This center was structurally inaccessible because the accessible entrance ramp was cracked,
creating a hazard for voters in wheelchairs. DRDC has previously identified this issue as early as
2018.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the entrance, there was no
automatic door opener and no poll worker stationed by the door, but there was a doorbell and a
school security officer responded promptly to let voters in, making it accessible. The site
coordinator reported that BOE’s ADA coordinator confirmed the school refused to allow voters to
enter independently.
− Work with DCPS and DGS to fix the cracked ramp to the accessible entrance.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Cracked ramp. Insufficient accessible parking.
Unsecured mat.
June 19, 2018 Primary Election
Cracked ramp.
Joseph H. Cole Recreation Center (1299 Neal Street, NE, 20002) – Vote Center 23
At DRDC surveyor’s request, the site coordinator agreed to reposition electronic voting machines so
that the screens were facing away from the main voting area for privacy.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No audio headset. No privacy.
Mt. Horeb Baptist Church (3015 Earl Place, NE, 20018) – Vote Center 24
At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers agreed to reposition electronic voting machines so that
the screens were facing away from the main voting area for privacy.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
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Ukrainian National Shrine (4250 Harewood Road, NE, 20017) – Vote Center 25
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not clearly mark the
location of the designated accessible parking from the main voter entrance. Additionally, the
elevator required to access the voting area lacked audible floor indicators for voters who have visual
disabilities.
− Ensure sufficient signage indicating the location of accessible parking.
− Work with DGS to make the elevator accessible.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Inaccessible parking due to lack of nearby curb
cut. Inadequate signage.
Dunbar Senior High School (101 N Street, NW, 20001) – Vote Center 26
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate accessible
parking, no poll workers were staffing curbside voting, and at DRDC surveyor’s request, poll
workers made available magnifying glasses at the demonstration and check-in tables in the voting
area.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the entrance and there was
no automatic door opener or doorbell, but BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it
accessible.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No accessible parking. Inadequate signage. No
privacy.
J.O. Wilson Elementary School (660 K Street, NE, 20002) – Vote Center 27
This center was operationally inaccessible because curbside voting signage was not visible from
the road. Poll workers fixed the inadequate curbside signage at DRDC surveyor’s request.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that boxes obstructed a lift along one of the pathways to the main voting
area for voters with mobility disabilities, but there was an alternate, accessible side entrance making
the voting area accessible.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
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Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Insufficient accessible parking. Inadequate
signage. No privacy.
Lutheran Church of the Reformation (212 East Capitol Street, NE, 20003)^ – Vote Center 28
This center was operationally inaccessible for three reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking. Upon DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers added signage directing voters
from the parking lot to the accessible entrance. In addition, the elevator required to access the
voting area lacked audible floor indicators for voters who have visual disabilities.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure sufficient signage along pathway from parking lot to accessible entrance.
− Work with DGS to make the elevator accessible.
Eastern Market (225 7th Street, SE, 20003) – Vote Center 30
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking and the doorway along the pathway to the voting area was too narrow. At DRDC
surveyor’s request, site coordinator opened double doors along the accessible pathway to the voting
area to ensure at least 32 inches width for voters in wheelchairs.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure all doorways along the accessible path to the voting area are at least 32 inches
wide by propping open double doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No accessible parking.
Jefferson Middle School Academy (801 7th Street, SW, 20024) – Vote Center 33
This center was operationally inaccessible because curbside voting was unavailable at this vote
center.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance doors, but
BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it accessible.
− Ensure operation of curbside voting.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Closed, heavy doors and no backup system.
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Kelly Miller Middle School (301 49th Street, NE, 20019) – Vote Center 35
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate accessible
parking.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
Thomas Elementary School (650 Anacostia Avenue, NE, 20019) – Vote Center 37
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not prop open the accessible
entrance door and there was no working backup system. Upon DRDC surveyor’s request, poll
workers propped open the heavy door.
− Prop open heavy doors.
River Terrace Education Campus (420 34th Street, NE, 20019) – Vote Center 38
This center was operationally inaccessible because curbside voting was available, but poll workers
did not post a sign in plain view from the street for curbside voting, and at DRDC surveyor’s
request, poll workers made an audio headset available at the voting machine.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Nalle Elementary School (219 50th Street, SE, 20019) – Vote Center 40
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking and poll workers inappropriately suggested using curbside voting station as
accessible parking. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers made an audio headset available at the
voting machine.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Randle-Highlands Elementary School (1650 30th Street, SE, 20020) – Vote Center 41
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers designated only one accessible
parking space.
DRDC previously noted that a steep hill along the path from the street to the vote center makes it
difficult for voters in wheelchairs and those with mobility disabilities to get to the vote center
without a car.
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− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Consider relocating to a new location for upcoming elections.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Steep hill made access without a car difficult.
No accessible parking.
THEARC (1901 Mississippi Avenue, SE, 20020)^ – Vote Center 44
This center was operationally inaccessible for three reasons. Poll workers did not have magnifying
glasses available at check-in and demonstration tables in the voting area and there was no audio
headset available at the voting machine. Poll workers made both available upon the DRDC
surveyor’s request. A loose mat along the pathway to the main voting area created a hazard for
voters in wheelchairs and other mobility devices, but at DRDC surveyor’s request poll workers
secured it with tape.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
− Ensure all loose mats are secured with tape.
Hendley Elementary School (425 Chesapeake Street, SE, 20032) – Vote Center 45
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not prop open the doors to
the accessible entrance and there was no working backup system, there were no poll workers staffing
curbside voting, poll workers did not have magnifying glasses available at check-in and
demonstration tables in the voting area, and there was no audio headset available at a voting
machine. At the request of DRDC’s surveyor, the school’s principal agreed to monitor the door to
open it for voters with disabilities and made magnifying glasses and an audio headset available.
−
−
−
−

Prop open heavy doors.
Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.

Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No accessible parking. No magnifying glasses.
No privacy.
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Allen A.M.E. Church (2498 Alabama Avenue, SE, 20020) – Vote Center 47
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not have magnifying glasses
available at check-in and demonstration tables in the voting area and there was no audio headset
available at a voting machine. At the request of DRDC’s surveyor, poll workers made both available.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Covenant Baptist Church (3845 South Capitol Street, SW, 20032) – Vote Center 48
This center was operationally inaccessible because the elevator lacked audible floor indicators for
voters who have visual disabilities, curbside voting was unavailable at this vote center due to poll
worker shortages, poll workers did not have magnifying glasses available at check-in and
demonstration tables in the voting area, and there was no audio headset available at the voting
machine. At the request of DRDC’s surveyor, poll workers made magnifying glasses and an audio
headset available.
−
−
−
−

Work with DGS to make the elevator accessible.
Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.

Union Temple Baptist Church (1225 W Street, SE, 20020) – Vote Center 49
This center was operationally inaccessible because the elevator lacked audible floor indicators for
voters who have visual disabilities, no poll workers were staffing curbside voting, poll workers did
not have magnifying glasses available at check-in and demonstration tables in the voting area, and
there was no audio headset available at the voting machine. At the request of DRDC’s surveyor, poll
workers made magnifying glasses and an audio headset available.
−
−
−
−

Work with DGS to make the elevator accessible.
Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.

Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Pathway ramp lacked handrail. Inaccessible
elevator. Signage obstructed pathway to
entrance. No privacy.
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June 14, 2016 Primary Election

November 4, 2014 General Election
November 6, 2012 General Election

Inaccessible elevator. Closed, heavy doors and
no back-up system. Insufficient turning space
in front of machines.
Inaccessible elevator. Closed, heavy doors;
ineffective backup system.
Inaccessible elevator.
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INACCESSIBLE EARLY VOTE CENTERS
Columbia Heights Community Center (1480 Girard Street, NW, 20009) – Vote Center EV 01
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking and the elevator lacked audible floor indicators for voters who have visual
disabilities.
DRDC surveyor also noted that poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance doors, but
BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it accessible.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Work with DGS to make the elevator accessible.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No nearby curb cut from accessible parking to
accessible entrance.
Marie Reed Elementary School (2201 18th Street, NW, 20009) – Vote Center EV 03
The DRDC surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open this center’s accessible entrance
doors, the automatic door opener was inoperable, and the security guard monitoring the entrance
was not assisting voters, but BOE stationed poll workers there instead making it accessible. At
DRDC surveyor’s request, after discussion with school administration, poll workers propped open
the doors, and the security guard called maintenance to fix the automatic door opener.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
June 19, 2018 Primary Election
Automatic door opener inoperable.
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center (2500 14th Street, NW, 20009)* – Vote Center EV 04
This center was structurally and operationally inaccessible. The center was structurally
inaccessible because the lip of the doorframe at the accessible entrance created an abrupt rise of
more than a half inch. This center was operationally inaccessible because at DRDC surveyor’s
request, the site coordinator opened double doors along the accessible pathway to the voting area to
ensure at least 32 inches width for voters in wheelchairs, and at DRDC surveyor’s request, poll
workers cleared the entrance of obstructions that made it hard for a voter in a wheelchair to
navigate.
In addition, poll workers positioned electronic voting machines so that the screens were facing the
main voting area and could be seen by voters despite privacy filters and flaps.
−

Remove or remedy all structural barriers such as abrupt rises.
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− Ensure all doorways along the accessible path to the voting area are at least 32 inches
wide by propping open double doors.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Doors not propped open (poll worker
stationed to open door).
Bancroft Elementary School (1755 Newton Street, NW, 20010) – Vote Center EV 05
The DRDC surveyor noted that although street parking was available and there was accessible
parking signage, poll workers did not post the sign as close to the curb cut as possible.
− Ensure the accessible parking sign is posted as close to the curb cut as possible.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No nearby curb cut from accessible parking to
accessible entrance. Parked car obstructed
accessible pathway. No audio headset.
Martin Luther King Jr. Library (901 G Street, NW, 20001)^ – Vote Center EV 06
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking and the curbside voting station was improperly being used as accessible parking,
which was not near a curb cut; therefore, the pathway to the voting area was not free of an abrupt
rise. In addition, poll workers did not make the curbside voting sign visible from the road.
The DRDC surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance doors, but
BOE stationed poll workers there instead, making it accessible.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
− Prop open heavy doors.
West End Public Library (2301 L Street, NW, 20037)^ – Vote Center EV 07
This center was operationally inaccessible for three reasons. Poll workers improperly used the
curbside voting station as accessible parking, which was not near a curb cut; therefore, the pathway
to the voting area was not free of an abrupt rise. No poll workers were stationed at curbside voting
and poll workers did not have an audio headset available. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers
made an audio headset available at a voting machine.
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− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School (2801 Calvert Street, NW, 20008) – Vote Center EV 09
This center was operationally inaccessible for three reasons. Poll workers improperly used the
curbside voting station as accessible parking, which was not near a curb cut; therefore, the pathway
to the voting area was not free of an abrupt rise. Parents’ cars parked to pick up their children from
school blocked the curbside voting station. Poll workers did not have an audio headset available. At
DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers made an audio headset available at a voting machine.
In addition, DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the interior set of doors to
the accessible entrance and there was no automatic door opener or doorbell, but a security guard
opened the door instead. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers propped open the interior
doors. Poll workers positioned electronic voting machines so that the screens were facing the main
voting area and could be seen by voters despite privacy filters and flaps.
−
−
−
−

−

Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
Coordinate with DC Public Schools to ensure operation of curbside voting.
Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.
Prop open heavy doors.
Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.

Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No accessible parking lot spaces. Accessible
street parking not near curb cut.
Palisades Recreation Center (5200 Sherier Place, NW, 20016) – Vote Center EV 10
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. Poll workers did not clearly mark the
location of the designated accessible parking from the main voter entrance. A loose mat along the
pathway to the main voting area created a hazard for voters in wheelchairs and other mobility
devices, but at DRDC surveyor’s request poll workers secured it with tape. At DRDC surveyor’s
request, poll workers made magnifying glasses available at the check-in and demonstration tables in
the voting area.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance and
there was no working automatic door opener, but there was a working doorbell and BOE stationed
poll workers there instead.
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−
−
−
−

Ensure sufficient signage indicating the location of accessible parking.
Ensure all loose mats are secured with tape.
Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Prop open heavy doors.

Chevy Chase Community Center (5601 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20015) – Vote Center EV
11
The center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not have magnifying glasses
available at the check-in and demonstration tables but made them available upon the DRDC
surveyor’s request.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
Cleveland Park Library (3310 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20008) – Vote Center EV 12
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. An abandoned car that poll
workers failed to have towed partially blocked the curbside voting station and no poll workers were
stationed at curbside voting. Additionally, poll workers did not prop open the main voter entrance
exterior door, the automatic door opener was broken, there was no doorbell, and no poll worker
was stationed there to assist voters with disabilities due to a staffing shortage.
− Remove all obstructions to curbside voting prior to early voting.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Alice Deal Middle School (3815 Fort Drive, NW, 20016)^ – Vote Center EV 13
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers designated only one accessible
parking space and no poll workers were stationed at curbside voting.
− Ensure at least two accessible parking spaces are designated outside the accessible
entrance and near curb cuts.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
University of the District of Columbia (4200 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20008) – Vote Center
EV 15
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Poll workers improperly used the
curbside voting station as accessible parking, which was not near a curb cut; therefore, the pathway
to the voting area was not free of an abrupt rise. Although curbside voting was available, no poll
workers were stationed at curbside voting.
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The DRDC surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the doors to the accessible entrance
and no election worker was stationed by the door if a voter with disabilities arrived to enter, but
there was a working automatic door opener, making it accessible. Poll workers placed electronic
voting machines so that the screens were facing the main voting area and could be seen by voters
despite privacy filters and flaps.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Prop open heavy doors.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Lafayette Elementary School (5701 Broad Branch Road, NW, 20015) – Vote Center EV 16
This center was operationally inaccessible because no poll workers were stationed at curbside
voting and poll workers did not have magnifying glasses available at the demonstration and check-in
tables. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers made magnifying glasses available.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance, but
there was an automatic door opener, doorbell, and BOE stationed a poll worker there making it
accessible.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
No curbside poll workers. Unsecured mats.
Raymond Recreation Center (3725 10th Street, NW, 20010) – Vote Center EV 18
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate accessible
parking.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the doors to the accessible entrance,
but there was a doorbell that poll workers responded to making it accessible.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Inadequate signage. Long pathway from
accessible parking to accessible entrance. Sign
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obstructed pathway from parking lot to
accessible entrance.
Turkey Thicket Recreation Center (1100 Michigan Avenue, NE, 20017) – Vote Center EV 20
This center was operationally inaccessible for two reasons. The parking lot lacked sufficient
signage directing voters to the accessible entrance and several signs obstructed the path to the voting
entrance. The DRDC surveyor moved signs obstructing the pathway to the accessible entrance.
DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers had not propped open any of the three entrances doors
to the vote center, and there was no working automatic door opener or doorbell, but BOE stationed
poll workers at the entrance nearest the curbside voting station instead, making one entrance
accessible. In addition, at DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers placed electronic voting machines
so that the screens were facing away from the main voting area for privacy.
−
−
−

Ensure sufficient signage along pathway from parking lot to accessible entrance.
Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
Prop open heavy doors.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Inadequate accessible parking. Accessible
entrance locked. Long pathway to alternative
entrance with abrupt rise. Inadequate signage.
June 2, 2020 Primary Election
Accessible entrance locked near accessible
parking lot, long route to alternate entrance
with inadequate signage, and unpropped doors.
McKinley Technology High School (151 T Street, NE, 20002) – Vote Center EV 21
This center was operationally inaccessible because although curbside voting was available, no poll
workers were stationed at curbside voting.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Trinidad Recreation Center (1310 Childress Street, NE, 20002) – Vote Center EV 22
This center was operationally inaccessible because an electioneering sign obstructed the accessible
route to the vote center entrance. DRDC surveyor moved the sign to clear the obstruction and
informed poll workers.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
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Photos of Langdon Park Community Center12 on June 15, 2022.
Langdon Park Community Center (2901 20th Street, NE, 20018)*^ – Vote Center EV 23
This center was structurally and operationally inaccessible. The center was structurally
inaccessible for several reasons. The route from the parking lot to the entrance was inaccessible
due to steps. The elevator was too small to accommodate large wheelchairs. The accessible entrance
ramp was cracked, creating hazards for voters in wheelchairs.
This center was operationally inaccessible for several reasons. There was no designated accessible
parking and there was no accessible route to the main voter entrance from the street due to a lack of
curb cuts; therefore, the pathway to the voting area was not free of an abrupt rise. The elevator
lacked audible floor indicators for voters who have visual disabilities. No poll workers were
stationed at curbside voting. There was insufficient signage directing voters to the accessible
entrance. Poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance door, with no doorbell or working
automatic door opener, and no poll workers were stationed there to assist voters with disabilities. At
the DRDC’s surveyor’s request, BOE stationed a poll worker by the door. At DRDC surveyor’s
request, poll workers made an audio headset available at the voting machine.
− Remove or remedy all structural barriers including steps or relocate this vote center.
− Work with DGS to make the elevator and ramp accessible.
− Ensure at least two accessible parking spaces are designated outside the accessible
entrance.
These photos of Langdon Park Community Center (#EV 23) depict the main entrance’s closed heavy
doors without an automatic door opener, doorbell, or poll worker stationed by the door, and cracked ramp
along the path to the entrance.
12
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−
−
−
−
−

Install a temporary ramp to ensure an accessible route to the main voter entrance.
Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Ensure that there is adequate signage indicating the accessible entrance.
Prop open heavy doors.
Ensure an audio headset is available at a voting machine for voters with visual
disabilities.

Walker-Jones Middle School (155 L Street, NW, 20001) – Vote Center EV 24
This center was operationally inaccessible because no poll workers were stationed at curbside
voting, a trashcan blocked the pathway from the accessible entrance to the voting area for voters
with mobility disabilities. The site coordinator reported poll workers used the trashcan to prop the
doors open, which they moved when a voter in a wheelchair needed to enter.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Provide additional training to site coordinators on ADA accessibility.
King Greenleaf Recreation Center (201 N Street, SW, 20024) – Vote Center EV 25
This center was operationally inaccessible for several reasons. Signage designating accessible
parking on the street was on the ground. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers reposted street
parking signage. No poll workers were stationed at curbside voting due to poll worker shortages. At
DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers moved a ping-pong table to provide five feet of turning
space in front of the electronic voting machines for voters in wheelchairs.
In addition, poll workers positioned electronic voting machines so that the screens were facing the
main voting area and could be seen by voters despite privacy filters and flaps. DRDC’s surveyor
noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance, but there was a working
automatic door opener and BOE stationed poll workers at the entrance making the entrance
accessible.
−
−
−
−

Ensure accessible parking signs are in plain view from the street.
Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
Ensure electronic voting machines are positioned to allow five feet of turning radius.
Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Sherwood Recreation Center (640 10th Street, NE, 20002) – Vote Center EV 26
This center was operationally inaccessible because no poll workers were stationed at curbside
voting, and at DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers made magnifying glasses available at the
demonstration and check-in tables.
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DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open doors to the accessible entrance, but
there was a working automatic door opener and BOE stationed a poll worker at the door making
the entrance accessible.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Sign obstructed pathway to accessible entrance.
No poll workers at curbside.
Benning Stoddert Recreation Center (100 Stoddert Place, SE, 20019) – Vote Center EV 27
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers did not designate accessible
parking and did not make the curbside voting sign visible from the road.
− Ensure at least two accessible parking spaces are designated outside the accessible
entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure curbside voting signs are in plain view from the street.
Ridge Road Community Center (830 Ridge Road, SE, 20019) – Vote Center EV 30
This center was operationally inaccessible because poll workers designated only one accessible
parking space.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
Rosedale Recreation Center (1701 Gales Street, NE, 20002)^ – Vote Center EV 31
This center was operationally inaccessible because a hand sanitizer stand obstructed the accessible
route to the vote center entrance, which poll workers fixed upon the DRDC surveyor’s request.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
Arthur Capper Community Center (1000 5th Street, SE, 20003) – Vote Center EV 36
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Poll workers did not designate
accessible parking. At the DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers removed a small loose rug from
the pathway from the main entrance to the voting area that created a hazard for voters in
wheelchairs and with other mobility devices. The site coordinator told DRDC’s surveyor that voters
with disabilities needed to vote curbside. In addition, there was a lack of signage directing voters to
the accessible entrance.
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DRDC’s surveyor noted that poll workers did not prop open the doors to the entrance, but the
automatic door opener was working and BOE stationed a poll worker at the door making the
entrance accessible. In addition, poll workers positioned half of the electronic voting machines so
that the screens were facing the main voting area and could be seen by voters despite privacy filters
and flaps.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure all loose mats are secured with tape.
− Provide additional training to site coordinators on ADA accessibility.
− Ensure accessible entrance signage is posted to guide voters with disabilities to the
voting area.
− Prop open heavy doors.
− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Ballou Senior High School (3401 4th Street, SE, 20032)* – Vote Center EV 37
This center was structurally and operationally inaccessible. The center was structurally
inaccessible because an abrupt rise of more than a half inch made the path to the accessible
entrance inaccessible.
This center was operationally inaccessible for several reasons. School staff were using designated
accessible parking spaces, leaving no spaces for voters. The parking lot lacked sufficient signage
directing voters to the accessible entrance. No poll workers were stationed at curbside voting and
cars were blocking the curbside voting area. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers cleared the
pathway to the main voting area of obstructions for voters with visual disabilities. At DRDC
surveyor’s request, poll workers made magnifying glasses available at the demonstration and checkin table. A loose mat along the pathway to the main voting area created a hazard for voters in
wheelchairs and other mobility devices, but at DRDC surveyor’s request poll workers secured it with
tape. DRDC reported the staffing shortage at this vote center to the BOE’s ADA coordinator
immediately after surveying, who promised to follow up.
In addition, poll workers placed electronic voting machines so that the screens were facing the main
voting area and could be seen by voters despite privacy filters and flaps.
− Remove or remedy all structural barriers such as abrupt rises.
− Ensure there are at least two designated accessible parking spaces outside the
accessible entrance and near curb cuts.
− Ensure sufficient signage along pathway from parking lot to accessible entrance.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.
− Ensure all loose mats are secured with tape.
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− Position all electronic voting machines facing away from the main voting area to
ensure privacy for voters.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election

Abrupt rise. Inadequate signage. No poll
workers at curbside. No audio headset. No
privacy.

Anacostia Senior High School (1601 16th Street, SE, 20020)* – Vote Center EV 38
This center was both structurally and operationally inaccessible. This center was structurally
inaccessible because the main entrance’s double doors had a center bar that did not allow at least
32 inches of width for voters in wheelchairs. At DRDC surveyor’s request, poll workers posted signs
for an alternate, accessible entrance.
This center was operationally inaccessible for several reasons. School staff were using designated
accessible parking spaces, leaving no spaces for voters. The teachers’ cars were blocking the curb
cut, obstructing the accessible route to the vote center entrance, and therefore the accessible route
was not free of an abrupt rise. A loose mat along the pathway to the main voting area created a
hazard for voters in wheelchairs and other mobility devices, but at DRDC surveyor’s request poll
workers secured it with tape. In addition, poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance
door, with no doorbell or working automatic door opener, and BOE had no poll worker stationed
there to assist voters with disabilities. At the DRDC surveyor’s request, the site coordinator agreed
to station a guard at the door. DRDC reported these issues to the BOE’s ADA coordinator
immediately after surveying, who promised to follow up.
− Work with DCPS and DGS to remove the center bar to ensure at least 32 inches
width for voters in wheelchairs.
− Ensure at least two accessible parking spaces are designated outside the accessible
entrance and near curb cuts.
− Remove all obstructions along the pathway to the main voting area.
− Ensure all loose mats and rugs are secured with tape.
− Prop open heavy doors.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election
Inadequate curbside signage. Closed, heavy
doors and no backup system. Unsecured mat.
No audio headset. No privacy. Insufficient
turning space in front of machines.
June 2, 2020 Primary Election
Curbside station unmanned. Closed, heavy
doors and no backup system. No privacy.
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Barry Farm Recreation Center (1230 Sumner Road, SE, 20020)*^ – Vote Center EV 39
This center was structurally and operationally inaccessible. The center was structurally
inaccessible because the pathway from the street to the main voter entrance was missing seven feet
of sidewalk, leaving dirt road from the curb cut to the entrance of the vote center, and a ramp
necessary to reach the main voting area lacked handrails. DRDC reported the accessible route issue
to the BOE’s ADA coordinator immediately after surveying, and BOE installed a temporary ramp.
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Poll workers did not prop open
the doors to the accessible entrance and there was no working backup system. At DRDC surveyor’s
request, poll workers taped down loose mats along the pathway to the main voting area that created
a hazard for voters in wheelchairs and other mobility devices. Poll workers made magnifying glasses
available at the demonstration and check-in table at the DRDC surveyor’s request.
−
−
−
−
−

Ensure there is an accessible route from street parking to the entrance.
Ensure there are handrails for the ramp necessary to access the main voting area.
Prop open heavy doors.
Ensure all loose mats and rugs are secured with tape.
Provide magnifying glasses at the check-in and demonstration tables.

Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center (700 Yuma Street, SE, 20032) – Vote Center EV 40
This center was operationally inaccessible for multiple reasons. Due to a lack of curb cuts, there
was an abrupt rise greater than a half inch for voters in wheelchairs, meaning there was no accessible
route to the main voter entrance from the street, no poll workers were stationed at curbside voting,
and poll workers did not prop open the accessible entrance door, which lacked a working backup
system. A loose mat along the pathway to the main voting area created a hazard for voters in
wheelchairs and other mobility devices, but at DRDC surveyor’s request poll workers secured it with
tape. DRDC reported issues with the lack of curb cut and inaccessible entrance to the BOE’s ADA
coordinator immediately after surveying, and BOE installed a temporary ramp for the curb cut and
stationed poll workers near the entrance.
− Work with the Department of Parks and Recreation to remove the abrupt rise and
ensure access from the street to the accessible entrance.
− Station a poll worker to monitor the curbside voting station.
− Prop open heavy doors.
− Ensure all loose mats are secured with tape.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election

No accessible parking. No poll workers at
curbside. Unsecured mat. No privacy.
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INACCESSIBLE MAIL BALLOT DROP BOXES
Frank D. Reeves Center (2000 14th Street, NW, 20009) – Ballot Drop Box 1
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because the path leading to the drop box from the
nearby bus stop and the area in front of the drop box had uneven and loose brick pavers that made
the pathway difficult to traverse for voters with mobility disabilities or those individuals who use a
wheelchair.
−

Work with the DC Department of Transportation (DDOT) to ensure a stable
pathway from the street to the drop box.

Banneker Community Center (2500 Georgia Avenue, NW, 20001) – Ballot Drop Box 5
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because the metal grate on the sidewalk was loose
and raised, creating an obstruction on the path to the drop box and an abrupt rise of over half an
inch for voters with mobility disabilities.
− Work with DDOT to ensure the pathway from the street to the ballot drop box is free
of all obstructions.

Photo of Perry Street Prep Charter School Drop Box13 on June 15, 2022.
This photo of Perry Street Prep Charter School Drop Box (#D 26) depicts the signage obstructing the
pathway from the street to the ballot drop box.
13
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Perry Street Prep Charter School (1800 Perry Street, NE, 20018) – Ballot Drop Box 26
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because drop box signage was located on the
sidewalk in front of the drop box, obstructing the pathway from the street to the ballot drop box,
which was remedied by the DRDC surveyor.
− Ensure the pathway from the street to the ballot drop box is free of all obstructions.
Union Market DC (6th Street Entrance) (1309 5th Street, NE, 20002) – Ballot Drop Box 29
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because there was a large cable in the path from the
parking lot to the drop box, creating an abrupt rise of more than a half inch for voters with mobility
disabilities.
− Ensure the pathway from the parking lot to the ballot drop box is free of all abrupt
rises.
Eastern Market (225 7th Street, SE, 20003) – Ballot Drop Box 34
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because uneven brick pavers and a grate were
obstructing the pathway from the street to the ballot drop box.
− Work with DDOT to ensure a stable pathway from the street to the drop box.
Benning (Dorothy I. Height) Library (3935 Benning Road, NE, 20019)* – Ballot Drop Box
40
This drop box was structurally inaccessible because there was no accessible path from the street
to the drop box except through Benning Library’s elevator, which was only available to voters
during the library’s operating hours and not at any time, as stated on BOE’s mail-in-ballot drop box
instructions.
− Work with DC Department of Public Works (DPW) and DC Public Library to ensure
there is an accessible pathway from the street to the ballot drop box at all hours or
consider relocating this drop box.
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Photo of Hendley Elementary School Drop Box location14 on June 7, 2022.
Hendley Elementary School (425 Chesapeake Street, SE, 20032) – Ballot Drop Box 53
This drop box was operationally inaccessible because a Metropolitan Police Department (MPD)
temporary solar streetlamp was located in the middle of the sidewalk, obstructing wheelchair access
along the pathway to the drop box.
− Work with MPD to ensure the pathway from the street to the ballot drop box is free
of all obstructions.
Past Reports that Noted Relevant Problem[s] at this Center:
November 3, 2020 General Election

Abrupt rise on pathway to drop box and sign
obstructed pathway to drop box.

This photo of the area around Hendley Elementary School Drop Box (#D 53) depicts the Metropolitan
Police Department’s temporary solar streetlamp obstructing the pathway from the street to the ballot drop
box.
14
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Appendix A
VOTE CENTERS MONITORED DURING THE JUNE 21, 2022 PRIMARY
ELECTION15
Vote
Center
No.
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Location Name

Address

H.D. Cooke Elementary School
Columbia Heights Education Campus
Edlavich Jewish Community Center^
Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church^
Garrison Elementary School
M.P.D. R.O.C. North
Powell Elementary School
Barnard Elementary School
Takoma Education Campus
Lamond Recreation Center
Lasalle-Backus Education Campus
St. John's College High School
Fort Stevens Recreation Center
Brightwood Education Campus
UDC Community College @ Backus
Burroughs Elementary School*
Noyes Education Campus
Joseph H. Cole Recreation Center
Mt. Horeb Baptist Church
Ukrainian National Shrine
Dunbar Senior High School
J.O. Wilson Elementary School
Lutheran Church of the Reformation^
Stuart-Hobson Middle School
Eastern Market
Jefferson Middle School Academy
Kelly Miller Middle School
Miner Elementary School
Thomas Elementary School
River Terrace Education Campus
Plummer Elementary School
Nalle Elementary School
Randle-Highlands Elementary School

2525 17th Street, NW, 20009
3101 16th Street, NW, 20010
1529 16th Street, NW, 20036
1701 15th Street, NW, 20009
1200 S Street, NW, 20009
801 Shepherd Street, NW, 20011
1350 Upshur Street, NW, 20011
430 Decatur Street, NW, 20011
7010 Piney Branch Road, NW, 20012
20 Tuckerman Street, NE, 20011
501 Riggs Road, NE, 20011
2607 Military Road, NW, 20015
1327 Van Buren Street, NW, 20012
1300 Nicholson Street, NW, 20011
5171 South Dakota Avenue, NE, 20017
1820 Monroe Street, NE, 20018
2725 10th Street, NE, 20018
1299 Neal Street, NE, 20002
3015 Earl Place, NE, 20018
4250 Harewood Road, NE, 20017
101 N Street, NW, 20001
660 K Street, NE, 20002
212 East Capitol Street, NE, 20003
410 E Street, NE, 20002
225 7th Street, SE, 20003
801 7th Street, SW, 20024
301 49th Street, NE, 20019
601 15th Street, NE, 20002
650 Anacostia Avenue, NE, 20019
420 34th Street, NE, 20019
4601 Texas Avenue, SE, 20019
219 50th Street, SE, 20019
1650 30th Street, SE, 20020

DRDC volunteers surveyed 68 of the 89 designated vote centers. The vote centers/drop boxes denoted
with a carrot (^) were not designated polling locations during the previous 2020 General Election. The vote
centers/drop boxes denoted with an asterisk (*) were identified by DRDC as structurally inaccessible.
15
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44
45
47
48
49
EV 01
EV 03
EV 04
EV 05
EV 06
EV 07
EV 09
EV 10
EV 11
EV 12
EV 13
EV 15
EV 16
EV 17
EV 18
EV 20
EV 21
EV 22
EV 23
EV 24
EV 25
EV 26
EV 27
EV 30
EV 31
EV 36
EV 37
EV 38
EV 39
EV 40

THEARC^
Hendley Elementary School
Allen A.M.E. Church
Covenant Baptist Church
Union Temple Baptist Church
Columbia Heights Community Center
Marie Reed Elementary School
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center*
Bancroft Elementary School
Martin Luther King Jr. Library^
West End Public Library^
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School
Palisades Recreation Center
Chevy Chase Community Center
Cleveland Park Library
Alice Deal Middle School^
University of the District of Columbia
Lafayette Elementary School
Shepherd Elementary School/Recreation
Center
Raymond Recreation Center
Turkey Thicket Recreation Center
McKinley Technology High School
Trinidad Recreation Center
Langdon Park Community Center*^
Walker-Jones Middle School
King Greenleaf Recreation Center
Sherwood Recreation Center
Benning Stoddert Recreation Center
Ridge Road Community Center
Rosedale Recreation Center^
Arthur Capper Community Center
Ballou Senior High School*
Anacostia Senior High School*
Barry Farm Recreation Center*^
Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center
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1901 Mississippi Avenue, SE, 20020
425 Chesapeake Street, SE, 20032
2498 Alabama Avenue, SE, 20020
3845 South Capitol Street, SW, 20032
1225 W Street, SE, 20020
1480 Girard Street, NW, 20009
2201 18th Street, NW, 20009
2500 14th Street, NW, 20009
1755 Newton Street, NW, 20010
901 G Street, NW, 20001
2301 L Street, NW, 20037
2801 Calvert Street, NW, 20008
5200 Sherier Place, NW, 20016
5601 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20015
3310 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20008
3815 Fort Drive, NW, 20016
4200 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20008
5701 Broad Branch Road, NW, 20015
7800 14th Street, NW, 20012
3725 10th Street, NW, 20010
1100 Michigan Avenue, NE, 20017
151 T Street, NE, 20002
1310 Childress Street, NE, 20002
2901 20th Street, NE, 20018
155 L Street, NW, 20001
201 N Street, SW, 20024
640 10th Street, NE, 20002
100 Stoddert Place, SE, 20019
830 Ridge Road, SE, 20019
1701 Gales Street, NE, 20002
1000 5th Street, SE, 20003
3401 4th Street, SE, 20032
1601 16th Street, SE, 20020
1230 Sumner Road, SE, 20020
700 Yuma Street, SE, 20032

Appendix B
Table 1: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE STRUCTURALLY (*)
INACCESSIBLE = 9%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vote Center Location
Burroughs Elementary School*
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center*
Langdon Park Community Center*^
Ballou High School*
Anacostia Senior High School*
Barry Farm Recreation Center*^

Vote Center Number
21
EV 04
EV 23
EV 37
EV 38
EV 39

Table 2: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY
INACCESSIBLE DUE TO LACK OF ACCESSIBLE PARKING = 35%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Vote Center Location
H.D. Cooke Elementary School
Edlavich Jewish Community Center^
Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church
Garrison Elementary School
Takoma Education Campus
Dunbar Senior High School
Lutheran Church of the Reformation^
Eastern Market
Kelly Miller Middle School
Nalle Elementary School
Randle-Highlands Elementary School
Columbia Heights Community Center
Martin Luther King Jr. Library^
West End Public Library^
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School
Alice Deal Middle School^
University of the District of Columbia
Raymond Recreation Center
Langdon Park Community Center*^
Benning Stoddert Recreation Center
Ridge Road Community Center
Arthur Capper Community Center
Ballou Senior High School*
Anacostia Senior High School*

Vote Center Number
1
3
4
5
14
26
28
30
35
40
41
EV 01
EV 06
EV 07
EV 09
EV 13
EV 15
EV 18
EV 23
EV 27
EV 30
EV 36
EV 37
EV 38

39
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Table 3: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY OR
STRUCTURALLY INACCESSIBLE DUE TO AN ABRUPT RISE OR OBSTRUCTION
IN THE PATHWAY TO THE VOTING AREA = 25%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Vote Center Location
H.D. Cooke Elementary School
Columbia Heights Education Campus
Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church^
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center*
Martin Luther King Jr. Library
West End Public Library^
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School
University of the District of Columbia
Turkey Thicket Recreation Center
Trinidad Recreation Center
Langdon Park Community Center*^
Walker-Jones Middle School
Rosedale Recreation Center
Ballou Senior High School*
Anacostia Senior High School*
Barry Farm Recreation Center*^
Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center

Vote Center Number
1
2
4
EV 04
EV 06
EV 07
EV 09
EV 15
EV 20
EV 22
EV 23
EV 24
EV 31
EV 37
EV 38
EV 39
EV 40

Table 4: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY
INACCESSIBLE DUE TO INADEQUATE SIGNAGE = 26%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Vote Center Location
H.D. Cooke Elementary School
Edlavich Jewish Community Center^
Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church^
M.P.D. R.O.C. North
Powell Elementary School
UDC Community College @ Backus
Ukrainian National Shrine
J.O. Wilson Elementary School
Lutheran Church of the Reformation^
River Terrace Education Campus
Martin Luther King Jr. Library^
Palisades Recreation Center
Turkey Thicket Recreation Center
Langdon Park Community Center*^
King Greenleaf Recreation Center
Benning Stoddert Recreation Center
Arthur Capper Community Center
Ballou Senior High School*

Vote Center Number
1
3
4
11
12
20
25
27
28
38
EV 06
EV 10
EV 20
EV 23
EV 25
EV 27
EV 36
EV 37
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Table 5: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY
INACCESSIBLE DUE TO CLOSED, HEAVY DOORS WITH NO WORKING BACKUP
SYSTEM = 12%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vote Center Location
M.P.D. R.O.C. North (interior doors)
Thomas Elementary School
Hendley Elementary School
Cleveland Park Library
Langdon Park Community Center*^
Anacostia Senior High School*
Barry Farm Recreation Center*^
Ferebee-Hope Recreation Center

Vote Center Number
11
37
45
EV 12
EV 23
EV 38
EV 39
EV 40

Table 6: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY
INACCESSIBLE DUE TO LACK OF AN AUDIO HEADSET = 18%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Vote Center Location
Edlavich Jewish Community Center^
Powell Elementary School
River Terrace Education Campus
Nalle Elementary School
THEARC^
Hendley Elementary School
Allen A.M.E. Church
Covenant Baptist Church
Union Temple Baptist Church
West End Public Library
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School
Langdon Park Community Center*^

Vote Center Number
3
12
38
40
44
45
47
48
49
EV 07
EV 09
EV 23

Table 7: VOTE CENTERS SURVEYED THAT LACKED PRIVACY AT ACCESSIBLE
VOTING MACHINES = 15%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Vote Center Location
M.P.D. R.O.C. North
Joseph H. Cole Recreation Center
Mt. Horeb Baptist Church
Rita Bright Family and Youth Center*
Oyster-Adams Bilingual School
University of the District of Columbia
Turkey Thicket Recreation Center
King Greenleaf Recreation Center
Arthur Capper Community Center
Ballou Senior High School*

Vote Center Number
11
23
24
EV 04
EV 09
EV 15
EV 20
EV 25
EV 36
EV 37
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Appendix C
MAIL BALLOT DROP BOXES MONITORED DURING THE JUNE 21, 2022 PRIMARY
ELECTION16
Drop Box
No.
D 01
D 02
D 03
D 04
D 05
D 06
D 07
D 08
D 09
D 10
D 11
D 14
D 15
D 19
D 20
D 21
D 23
D 24
D 25
D 26
D 27
D 28
D 29
D 30
D 31
D 32
D 33
D 34
D 35
D 36
D 38
D 39
D 40
16

Location Name

Address

Frank D. Reeves Center
Mt. Pleasant Library
Columbia Heights Shopping Center
BB&T Truist Bank (Park Area)
Banneker Community Center
Georgetown Library
Martin Luther King Jr. Library
West End Library
Stead Recreation Center
Foggy Bottom/GWU Metro
Shaw (Watha T. Daniel) Library
Tenley-Friendship Library
Cleveland Park Library
Petworth Library
Shepherd Park (Juanita E. Thornton)
Library
Fourth District Police Station
Takoma Park Neighborhood Library
Woodridge Library
UDC Community College @Backus
Perry Street Prep Charter School
Joseph H. Cole Recreation Center
Dunbar High School
Union Market DC (6th Street
Entrance)
Monroe Street Market (Outside of
Busboys and Poets closer to curb)
Harry Thomas Recreation Center^
Northeast Library
Southwest Library
Eastern Market
BOE Headquarters
Northwest One Neighborhood Library
Capital View Library
Deanwood Library
Benning (Dorothy I. Height) Library*

DRDC volunteers surveyed a total of 43 ballot drop boxes.
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2000 14th Street, NW, 20009
3160 16th Street, NW, 20010
3100 14th Street, NW, 20010
1800 Columbia Road, NW, 20009
2500 Georgia Avenue, NW, 20001
3260 R Street, NW, 20007
901 G Street, NW, 20001
2301 L Street, NW, 20037
1625 P Street, NW, 20036
2301 I Street, NW, 20037
1630 7th Street, NW, 20001
4450 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, 20016
3310 Connecticut Avenue, NW, 20008
4200 Kansas Avenue, NW, 20011
7420 Georgia Avenue, NW, 20012
6001 Georgia Avenue, NW, 20011
416 Cedar Street, NW, 20012
1801 Hamlin Street, NE, 20018
5171 South Dakota Avenue, NE, 20017
1800 Perry Street, NE, 20018
1299 Neal Street, NE, 20002
101 N Street, NW, 20001
1309 5th Street, NE, 20002
625 Monroe Street, NE, 20017
1743 Lincoln Road, NE, 20002
330 7th Street, NE, 20002
425 M Street, SW, 20024
225 7th Street, SE, 20003
1015 Half Street, SE, 20003
155 L Street, NW, 20001
5001 Central Avenue, SE, 20019
1350 49th Street, NE, 20019
3935 Benning Road, NE, 20019

Appendix C
D 42
D 43
D 45
D 46
D 47
D 48
D 50
D 51
D 53
D 54

Sixth District Police Station
Benning Ridge Service Center (DMV)
Ridge Road Community Center
Rosedale Library
Anacostia Library
Parklands-Turner Library
Seventh District Police Station
THEARC
Hendley Elementary School
Patterson Elementary School
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5002 Hayes Street, NE, 20019
4525 Benning Road, SE, 20019
830 Ridge Road, SE, 20019
1701 Gales Street, NE, 20002
1800 Good Hope Road, SE, 20020
1547 Alabama Avenue, SE, 20032
2455 Alabama Avenue, SE, 20020
1901 Mississippi Avenue, SE, 20020
425 Chesapeake Street, SE, 20032
4399 South Capitol Terrace, SW, 20032

Appendix D
Table 8: DROP BOXES SURVEYED THAT WERE STRUCTURALLY (*)
INACCESSIBLE = 2%
Drop Box Location
1. Benning (Dorothy I. Height) Library*

Drop Box Number
D 40

Table 9: DROP BOXES SURVEYED THAT WERE OPERATIONALLY INACCESSIBLE
DUE TO AN ABRUPT RISE OR OBSTRUCTION
IN THE PATHWAY TO THE BOX = 14%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Drop Box Location
Frank D. Reeves Center
Banneker Community Center
Perry Street Prep Charter School
Union Market (6th Street Entrance)
Eastern Market
Hendley Elementary School

Drop Box Number
D 01
D 05
D 26
D 29
D 34
D 53
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